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ABSTRACT 

       In many current enterprise environments, critical applications usually share network 

devices with common applications. As a result, an attacker can exploit this vulnerability to 

damage critical applications. One common issue is that an attacker can compromise machines 

in the networks and use them to generate traffic to flood a bottleneck link that is carrying 

critical flows. Although we can use static bandwidth reservations to protect individual critical 

flows, such reservations on a bottleneck link are not scalable, inefficient, and inflexible to the 

fast changes of network conditions. 

 To address these issues, we propose a coarse-grained bandwidth allocation scheme that 

simply provides services for two classes of traffic: critical and non-critical, without per-flow 

reservation. Non-critical flows are either regular flows or attack flows. In the meantime, we 

further develop trust-based detection and adaptation schemes to deal with flooding attacks. 

The main idea is to control the damage to critical flows by suppressing non-critical flows 

based on their behaviors. Assume all critical flows are trusted. As we do not know a 

non-critical flow is an attack flow or a regular flow, we cannot simply drop non-critical flows 

because they have their own values. To address this problem, we propose several solutions to 

minimize the overall system damages. Our simulation results show that these approaches 

have their own advantages and limitations, as we will discuss in the thesis. 

 

Keywords: bandwidth allocation, flooding attack, resource management scheme 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 With the fast development of communication and network technologies, many 

applications rely on the Internet to carry out their basic functionalities. Instances include 

remote control systems, real-time information exchanges, and so on. Many of these 

applications require reliable data delivery. In each data transmission, a sequence of packets is 

transferred from a source to a destination. The bandwidth allocation of the delivery path is 

supposed to meet the bandwidth requirement of a flow. However, in an abnormal situation, 

the unreliable performance of network service leads to potential problems, such as extra 

transmission delays and packet losses, which result in the communication failures of critical 

applications. 

 The bandwidth allocation is challenging under abnormal congestion. The effective 

bandwidth of a flow is mostly determined by the capacity of bottleneck link on the path from 

a source host to a destination host [1]. Therefore, we must carefully allocate bandwidth on the 

bottleneck link based on flow requirements. Flows are supposed to obtain their required 

bandwidth if the total requirement is no more than the bottleneck link capacity. When the 

total bandwidth requirements of all flows exceed the link bandwidth capacity, a flow may be 

allocated less bandwidth than its requirement proportionally. The reduced bandwidth may fail 

to meet the requirement of critical flows [2]. Thus, the bandwidth allocation for critical flows 

needs to be carefully considered to meet their requirements.  

 Additionally, security issues may make the problems more difficult, since many cyber 

attacks threaten the security of individual links and the stability of Internet. Distributed 
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Denial of Service (DDoS) bandwidth flooding attacks [3] are among the most serious ones. 

By sending a large number of attack packets, an attacker is able to use up most of the 

bandwidth of a bottleneck link, which leads to damages to both regular flows and critical 

flows on this link. As a result, the effective bandwidth of regular flows and critical flows are 

below their requirements. Because the number of vulnerable hosts compromised by attackers 

may be very large, and it is very difficult to distinguish attack flows from regular flows, how 

to deal with these attacks is to a challenging problem.  

 In this thesis, we focus on the bandwidth allocation on the bottleneck link and provide 

several allocation schemes to minimize the potential damage caused by flooding attacks. 

Assume that we know which flows are critical flows, and all other flows on the bottleneck 

link are considered as suspicious flows [4], when the delivery path is under attacks. The 

proposed schemes try to provide more bandwidth to critical flows and reduce damages as 

much as possible. Using these schemes, the system can properly allocate the bandwidth 

among critical flows and suspicious flows on the bottleneck link. At the same time, the 

congestion of the bottleneck link will be identified and the non-critical flows are tagged as 

suspicious flows. Once the congestion of the bottleneck link is identified, the bandwidth 

allocation of suspicious flows is reduced based on the proposed methods. In other words, we 

can supply proper bandwidth to critical flows, such that critical flows will suffer less damage. 

Ideally, if a suspicious flow can be determined as an attack flow, this flow will be dropped 

completely. As a result, the whole system will suffer less damage.  

 The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. We first discussed background 

knowledge and related work in Chapter 2. Then, we will illustrate the issues of bandwidth 
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flooding attacks in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we will discuss the three methods to minimize the 

overall system damages. We will evaluate the proposed schemes in Chapter 5 via simulations. 

We will conclude the thesis and discuss future work in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Background Knowledge and Related Work 

 In this chapter, we will introduce the background knowledge and related work of this 

thesis. In Section 2.1, we will present the definitions of DoS and DDoS attacks, and the types 

of DoS attacks and DDoS attacks. In Section 2.2, we will introduce the current DDoS defense 

schemes. In Section 2.3, we will discuss flow trust and flow value, which are the important 

concepts in our project. In Section 2.4 we introduce hypothesis testing, which is used in the 

proposed schemes. In Section 2.5 we present the linear programming method, which is used 

to solve problems in our simulations. 

2.1 DDoS Attacks 

 A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an attempt to make a computer service unavailable to 

its intended users [5]. An attacker tries to prevent legitimate users from sending or receiving 

information or services during a DoS attack. For example, by aiming at targeted computers 

and their networks, an attacker may be able to prevent users from accessing emails, websites, 

credit card payment gateways, even-root name servers, or other services.  

A Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS) is a distributed implementation of DoS 

attacks. An attacker compromises a large number of computers as zombies and uses them to 

attack victims. For example, to flood a target link, the attacker sends commands to zombies, 

and these zombies send a large amount of attack traffic to use up the bandwidth of the target 

link. The true attacker is hard to be recognized in this case because it hides behind those 

zombies.   

DDoS attack can be classified into several typical types as follows [6]. 
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(1) Exploiting a system weakness: This kind of attacks causes host crashes, hangs up or 

reboots. The well-known Ping-of-death and Teardrop attack [7] belongs to this kind of 

attacks. 

(2) Overloading computational resources: This kind of attacks imposes computationally 

intensive tasks on a victim, which may lead to system performance degradation and high 

response times. For example, triggering public key decryption or encryption or 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange [8] may cause this problem. 

(3) Misusing a protocol: This kind of attacks is caused by injecting packets and 

disturbing protocol handlers. For example, ICMP unreachable attacks [9] and TCP SYN 

attacks [10] are caused by spoofing senders to make target systems unavailable. 

(4) Bandwidth flooding-based attacks: This kind of attacks tries to use up all available 

bandwidth by sending many attack packets. Therefore, the bandwidth flooding attack will 

lead to high response time and unavailable system/network resources. Ping-flooding [11] is 

classified into this type. 

DDoS attacks have the following fundamental characteristics:  

(1) Many-against-one: An attacker compromises a huge number of zombies to attack a 

target.  

(2) Forged requests: Packets sent from zombies are in are made to appear for hosts so 

that they cannot be easily identified. Those legitimate-looking but useless traffics can exhaust 

the capacity of a bottleneck link.  

(3) Limited resources: all network devices have limited resources. If the zombies send a 

large number of useless traffics, a DDoS can always successfully damage its target. 
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2.2 DDoS Defense Schemes  

Defense methods are designed to protect the network from DDoS attacks. There are 

many defense schemes so far, such as NetFence [12], TVA [13], AITF [14], Secure Overlay 

Services [15], and so on. To summarize these defense schemes, we can classify them into 

three types: preventing the setup of DDoS attacks, dealing with an attack during its process, 

and performing post attack analysis to prevent future attacks. [16] 

2.2.1 Preventing the setup of DDoS attacks  

One of the best methods to prevent DDOS attacks is to prevent the common PCs from 

being compromised by attackers (become secondary victim systems), and participating in 

DDoS attacks. One of the important steps to realize this method is continually monitoring 

their systems to ensure that there are no unauthorized programs installed on the systems. 

Another condition is that the destination hosts must have selected the right protections before 

attacks happen. The secondary victims must be able to control themselves to prevent 

themselves from working for the attacker.  

Detecting and neutralizing handlers is another good method to stop DDoS attacks [6]. 

We can identify handlers which control attack zombies. Then, shutting down the handlers is 

able to make zombies useless, and the corresponding DDoS attacks can be prevented.  

2.2.2 Dealing with an attack during its process  

For preventing potential attacks, we can use Egress filtering [17] to deal with DDoS 

attacks exploiting IP-spoofing. Egress filtering is a method that checking the IP addresses of 
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packets leaving a network. If the packets are legitimate, they can be forwarded to other 

networks. Because some DDoS attacks often use spoofed IP addresses, the original address of 

a valid user on a specific sub-network will not appear. Therefore, if the network administrator 

places a firewall to filter the packets without legitimate IP addresses, spoofed packets will be 

dropped. 

Mitigating the effects of DDoS attacks can be classified as two types: load balancing and 

throttling [18]. Load balancing is helpful to relieve the damage of DDoS attack. The network 

providers are able to increase bandwidth for critical flows on bottleneck links under DDOS 

attacks. Throttling is another method to keep servers working normally. However, the 

difficulty of implementing throttling is that it is hard to distinguish legitimate traffic from 

malicious traffic. 

Honeypots [19] can distract attacks from hitting real systems. Honeypots can attract an 

attacker to install either handler or agent code within it. Therefore, we can also use honeypots 

to gain information by learning attack methods and techniques.  

2.2.3 Performing post attack analysis to prevent future attacks  

Post-Attack Forensics is a useful method to protect a network from future DDoS attacks. 

The historic traffic data is collected during the previous DDoS attacks. This data can help 

administrators develop new filtering techniques to prevent DDoS attack traffic from entering 

their networks.  
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2.3 Overview of flow trust and flow value 

Trust is defined as the “extent to which one party is willing to participate in a given 

action with a given partner, considering the risks and incentives involved [20]”. A subject’s 

trust value indicates its status: fully-trusted, uncertain, and untrusted. The service provider 

may approve all requests from a fully-trusted subject, but reject all accesses and requests 

from an untrusted and uncertain subject. 

 On a single link, we can ideally classify the flows into three classes: critical flows, 

regular flows, and attack flows. Critical flows are sent by legitimate users under their 

transmitted requirements, which are important and valuable, such as financial information 

exchange, security monitoring data and remote medical services. This kind of flows is 

regarded as fully-trusted flows. Regular flows are other normal flows sent by legitimate users. 

They have their own values, but not as “valuable” as critical flows. We consider regular flows 

as uncertain flows because they may be too many to track. Attack flows sent by zombies look 

like regular flows. This kind of flows is considered as untrusted flows if they are identified. 

However, it is difficult to distinguish regular flows from legitimate users and attack flows 

from zombies. If the incoming traffic overwhelms a single link capacity, attack flows may use 

up the capacity of the link. Therefore, regular flows and attack flows both are considered as 

suspicious flows, which are non-critical flows on the link. 

For a full-trusted flow, it may be granted a higher priority or gained more resources than 

suspicious ones. Critical flows are more valuable than regular flows. Let ratio R = 
	
, 

which means, if the value of one byte regular flow is Uregular = 1, then the value of one byte 

critical flow is Ucritical = R×Uregular. Since critical flows are more important than other flows, 
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the value R is much larger than 1 (R＞＞1). 

 In this project, we try to minimize system damages caused by attack floods, denoted as 

Damage (DT), which is defined as the total lost value of critical flows (Dc) and the total lost 

value of the regular flows (Dr) in one interval time, i.e.,   

DT = Dc + Dr 

The purpose of this project is to allocate resources to different kinds of flows with reasonable 

conditions and constraints.  

2.4 Hypothesis Testing  

 In this project, we use hypothesis testing to distinguish attack flows from regular flows 

with probabilities. In this section, we will introduce the related knowledge about hypothesis 

testing.  

 Hypothesis is defined as a statement about the value of a population parameter developed 

for the purpose of testing. Hypothesis testing is a general method in making decisions about 

accepting or rejecting a statement. A statistical hypothesis test is a method of making 

decisions based on data, which is sometimes called confirmatory data analysis. One of the 

uses of hypothesis testing is to decide whether the experimental results include enough 

information to support the statement. Hypothesis testing [21] is used to determine whether the 

hypothesis is a reasonable statement and should be accepted, or is unreasonable and should 

be rejected, according to the evidence from experiences and probability theory. 

Null hypothesis, denoted as H0, is the statements being tested. The null hypothesis is 

assumed to be true unless there is strong evidence to the contrary. The rejection of the null 
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hypothesis indicates the acceptance of its complement, which is the alternative hypothesis, 

denoted as H1. Obviously, the alternative hypothesis is assumed to be true when the null 

hypothesis is false.  

The choice between H0 and H1 is one of the most critical problems for hypothesis testing. 

In general, assuming H0 is true. Using probability theory, we try to determine whether there is 

sufficient evidence to declare H0 false. We reject H0 only when the chance that H0 is true is 

small. We may still make mistakes since our decisions are based on probability. 

There are two types of errors that one can make when accepting or rejecting H0:  

Type I error is the rejection of H0 when it is indeed true. The probability of making such 

an error is denoted by α in the statistical convention.  

α = Probability of Type I error = P (rejecting H0 | H0 is true) 

Typical values for α are small such as 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10. The larger α is, the more 

sensitive the decision becomes to random errors in the observations. 

Type II error is the error of rejecting the alternative hypothesis when it is indeed true. 

Obviously, H0 is the opposite of H1 in hypothesis testing. The probability of making such an 

error is denoted as β.  

β= Probability of Type II error = P (accepting H0 | H0 is false) 

The procedures of hypothesis testing are described as the following five steps. The first 

step is to specify the null hypothesis H0 and the alternative hypothesis H1. The second step is 

to determine an appropriate test statistic. A test statistic is a random variable used to 

determine how close a specific sample result belongs to one of the hypothesis being tested. 

Therefore, the test statistic tells us, if H0 is true, how likely it is that we could obtain the given 
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sample result. Usually, a Z score is used as the test statistic. For example, when using the 

normal approximation to the binomial distribution, an appropriate test statistic is  

Z = 
#	 	 	± . 	– × 0

( × 0× 0)½
 

where P0 and q0 are the probabilities of success and failure as implied or stated in the null 

hypothesis. N is the number of successful samples. The third step is to determine the critical 

region. The values of the test statistic that do not fall within the specified range are said to be 

in the critical region. The values of the test statistic that fall within the specified range are in 

the acceptance region. The fourth step is to compute the value of the test statistic. The fifth 

step is to make a decision. If the calculated value of the test statistic falls in the critical region, 

then H0 is rejected. When the calculated value lies in the acceptance region, H0 is accepted. 

[22] 

Figure 2.1 shows a hypothesis testing example. Choosing the null H0 and alternative H1 

hypotheses as: 

H0: measurement i is valid. 

H1: measurement i is in error. 

They can be tested based on the decision rules derived below. The example shows two 

distributions for esi corresponding to the null H0 and the alternative H1 hypotheses. The 

distribution for H1 has a mean of esi which represents the assumed error for measurement i. 

Type I and type II error probabilities are also indicated in the Figure 2.1 for a given threshold 

ofλi.  
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Figure 2.1 Type I and II errors in hypothesis testing 

In our project, we are not sure if i belongs to H0 or H1. If β is larger than α, we consider i 

belong to H1. However, i belongs to H0 indeed in this example which is opposite to our 

hypothesis. Therefore, i is treated to belong H1 with the probability error of α. In other case, if 

β is smaller than α, we consider i belong to H0, and i belongs to H0 indeed. However, in case 

we don’t know which distribution i belongs to, we should consider i may belong to H1 with 

the probability error of β. 

Therefore, in this project, hypothesis testing is the key method to prevent critical flows 

from suffering congestion traffic problem. The details of the method with hypothesis testing 

scheme are discussed in Section 4.3. 
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2.5 Linear Programming  

 In this project, we use linear programming to solve the problems in the simulations of the 

proposed schemes in MATLAB. In this section, we will present the relate knowledge of linear 

programming.  

Linear programming is a mathematical method for determining a way to achieve the best 

outcome in a given mathematical model for a list of requirements represented as linear 

relationships [23]. It is the process of minimizing a linear objective function subject to a finite 

number of linear equality and inequality constraints, so that we can get the optimal value of a 

linear objective function under the necessary conditions. Linear programs can be described as 

follows: 

maximize  cTx 

subject to  Ax ≤ b 

and       x ≥ 0 

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are vectors of (known) 

coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and cTx is the objective function to be 

maximized or minimized. Ax ≤ b expresses a series of constraints that specify the conditions 

of the problem.  

 Besides, every linear programming problem can be transferred to a dual problem. If we 

take linear programs in a standard form and try to get the lower bounds on the optimal cost, 

then the linear programs should be converted into dual programs first, since dual programs 

provide an upper bound to the optimal value. Easily expressed as follows: 

maximize  cTx 
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subject to  Ax ≤ b 

and       x≥ 0 

with the corresponding dual problem is   

minimize  bTy 

subject to  ATy ≥  c 

and       y≥ 0 

The more intuitive mode to describe a linear programming issue is the standard form. 

The standard form of linear programming consists of the following four parts:  

(1) A linear function to be minimized or maximized. A linear programming problem is 

one in which we can find the maximum or minimum value of a linear expression. The largest 

or smallest value of the objective function is called the optimal value.  

(2) Problem described by linear inequality constraints. A collection of variables in these 

inequality constraints are able to give the optimal value constitutes an optimal solutions. 

(3) Non-negative variables.  

(4) Non-negative right hand side constants. 

From the theory of linear programming, a general express is also shown below:  

A linear function to be optimized: maximize ƒ(x1, x2) = c1 x1 + c2 x2 

Problem constrains: a11 x1 + a12 x2 ≤ b1 

                 a21 x1 + a22 x2 ≤ b2
 

a31 x1 + a32 x2 ≤ b3 

       Non-negative variables: x1 ≥ 0 

                           x2 ≥ 0 
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       Non-negative right hand side constants: bi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3 

Therefore, a matrix form which is able to solve the problems using mathematic method 

becomes as follows: 

                        Maximize [c1   c2 ] 








2

1

x
x  

                        Constrains: 
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1211

aa
aa
aa

 








2

1

x
x

 ≤ 
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2

1

b
b
b

 , 










2

1

x
x

 ≥ 0 

The theories behind linear programming are able to drastically reduce the number of 

possible optimal solutions. The algorithms used for solving linear programming include 

Simplex algorithm of Dantzig, the Ellipsoid algorithm, Karmarkar’s algorithm, Criss-cross 

algorithm, Path-following algorithms, and Comparison of interior-point methods versus 

simplex algorithms [24].  

In this project, we use MATLAB to solve linear programming problems and the function 

used is “linprog” [25]. According to the syntax of “linprog”, “linprog” is served to solve a 

linear programming problem such as  

min ƒT x      such that         A·x ≤ b 

  Aeq·x = beq 

                               ιb ≤ x ≤ ub 

Where ƒ, x, b, beq, ιb and ub are vectors, and A and Aeq are matrices.  

For the general example shown in the above, the vectors and matrices are equal to the 

specific value respectively expressed below:  ƒ = [c1   c2 ]T, x = [x1   x2 ]T,  
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  A = 
















3231

2221

1211

aa
aa
aa

 and b = [b1   b2     b3]T.
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Chapter 3 Bandwidth flooding attack: link flooding  

 In this chapter, we will simply describe one type of bandwidth flooding attack, which is 

named as link flooding. DDoS attacks use link flooding to consume the link capacity. 

In a link flooding, the attack flows consume bandwidth resources of a target link. The 

attacker commands the zombies to use up the capacity of the target link so that the legitimate 

critical communications are disrupted. Those attack flows will not stop attacking unless a 

defense system terminates them. The zombies can send traffic flows based their capability or 

let the attacker decide how much bandwidth it plans to use up. In this project, we assume that 

the attacker decides the attack volume sent by zombies. 

 In order to prevent from being easily identified, the zombies may simply send regular 

packets. The attacker is able to hide behind zombies so that it is hard to be recognized even 

when the zombies are caught. However, if the attacker aggregates a huge number of zombies, 

the zombies are able to create a large volume of traffic. Obviously, such traffic may influence 

interrupt critical communications and other regular applications. To simplify our project, we 

assume that one zombie can only produce one attack flow. Therefore, the number of attack 

flows is equal to the number of zombies.   

The attacker and the zombies will send as many scan packets as possible. Therefore, 

before transmitting any attack packets, the attacker will gather necessary information about 

the destination hosts, the network topology and the target link. After getting the information, 

the attacker can make sure that the number of attack flows is able to saturate the bandwidth 

capacity completely. Before the attacker collecting the information, there are only dormant 
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zombies sending scan packets and no attack flows being generated. Once the total attack 

traffic is able to overwhelm the bandwidth of the target link, the critical flows will be 

damaged.  
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Chapter 4 Schemes to minimize overall system damages 

     To deal with the traffic overload on the target link, we use a two-step solution: basic 

bandwidth allocation and bandwidth decaying. The basic bandwidth allocation is proportional 

to flow requirements. The bandwidth decaying happens when there is a confliction on the 

target link. The following figure shows the whole process in one time interval: 

 

Figure 4.1 The process of reducing bandwidth overload 

As we see in Figure 4.1, before an attack happens, the relationship between the critical 

flows and the regular flows is Ccritical + Cregular ≤ C, where C represents the total bandwidth 

capacity of this link, Ccritical and Cregular stand for critical flow bandwidth and regular flow 

bandwidth. At the time that the attack flows come in, the sum of the bandwidth of three kinds 

of flows becomes Ccritical + Cregular +Cattack > C, where Cattack stands for attack flow bandwidth. 

Therefore, parts of the critical flows, regular flows and attack flows will be dropped. The 

adjusted ratio is proportionally based on their bandwidth requirements as introduced in 

Section 4.1. When the bandwidth allocation finish, the system try to eliminate the suspicious 
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flows to maximize the passing rate of critical flows, and reduce system damage as much as 

possible. In our project, we will introduce three schemes to decay suspicious flows with some 

constraints, which will be introduced in Section 4.2.  

4.1 Basic bandwidth allocation scheme 

We use a link manager (LM) on a bottleneck link to allocate bandwidth to the flows 

based on their required bandwidth. If the required bandwidth of the flows is smaller than the 

link capacity, those flows are satisfied completely. Otherwise, if the link capacity is 

insufficient for the flows, link congestion occurs. In this situation, the bandwidth of all flows 

is adjusted and the actual bandwidth that they obtain would be below their requirements.  

In the basic bandwidth allocation step, the flows passing through the target link are 

divided into critical flows, regular flows, and attack flows. Regular and attack flows have 

similar priority and may not be easily separated from each other. The attacker can take 

advantage of this feature to disrupt critical communications on the target link by exhausting 

the bandwidth resource. If the sum of these three kinds of flows is less than the link capacity 

(C), i.e., Ccritical + Cregular + Cattack ≤ C，the bandwidth allocation will not happen. Otherwise, if 

Ccritical + Cregular + Cattac k > C，the bandwidth of all flows will be adjusted with adjusted factor 

L. 

The adjusted factor L represents the ratio between the required bandwidth of respective 

kind of flows and the total required bandwidth C’, i.e., C’ = Ccritical + Cregular Lregular + Cattack. 

Lcritical , Lregular and Lattack are defined as the adjusted factors of critical flows, regular flows, 

and attack flows, respectively, i.e., Lcritical = Ccritical/ C’, Lregular = Cregular/ C’, Lattack = Cattack/ C’. 
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Before bandwidth decaying in step 2, the incoming bandwidth will be reduced by L: Bcritical = 

C×Lcritical, Bregular = C×Lregular, Battack = C×Lattack, so that the adjusted bandwidth satisfies 

Bcritical + Bregular + Battack = C. Pseudo codes for bandwidth allocation are shown as follows: 

Bandwidth_Allocation ( ):  

1. C’ = ∑bi  //sum of bandwidth requirement of all flows 

2. Lcritical = Ccritical/ C’; Lregular = Cregular/ C’; Lattack = Cattack/ C’; 

3. for  each flow bi on bottleneck link 

4.     if  C’ ≤ C    //bandwidth requirement is less than the link capacity 

5.        then Bcritical = Ccritical; Bregular = Cregular; Battack = Cattack 

6.        else  

Bcritical = C×Lcritical; Bregular = C×Lregular; Battack = C×Lattack 

4.2 Bandwidth decaying and three proposed schemes 

After applying the basic bandwidth allocation scheme to the target link, the incoming 

flows have been adjusted. However, the bandwidth distribution is not optimal. The link 

manager tries to not only separate the critical flows from the suspicious flows but also 

distinguish the regular flows from attack flows, so that the system is able to achieve the 

minimal damage and the maximal passing rate of the critical flows. In this section, we will 

propose three schemes to deal with the suspicious flows, so that the system damage is 

reduced compared to the basic bandwidth allocation without the bandwidth decaying 

optimization.  
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4.2.1 Scheme 1: Uniform decay  

 An attacker destroys a target link by controlling the zombies to send a huge number of 

packets to flood the link by wasting its bandwidth. The flows generated by those zombies are 

similar to normal flows. Therefore, it is difficult to recognize them.  

In theory, the suspicious flows include the regular flows and the attack flows. Due to the 

potential overlap between regular flows and attack flows, and all those flows have similar 

features, they are separated easily.  

Therefore, when the actual required bandwidth is larger than the single link capacity, all 

the incoming suspicious flows will be decayed by a decay factor α in order to guarantee the 

basic requirement of the critical flows. In this situation, this scheme does not separate regular 

flows and attack flows. The value of each flow in the suspicious range is considered equal to 

each other in this scheme. 

When allocating bandwidth using the algorithm in Section 4.1, the total bandwidth of the 

remainder flows is equal to the link capacity C. Before handling those remainder flows, the 

damage of the critical flows is already done. For this reason, the total system damage DT 

includes the value of this part. Thus the system needs to compute DT after dealing with these 

remaining flows. 

Before the congestion, the total bandwidth used by regular flows on the target link can 

vary from 0 to C. When the attack starts, the total bandwidth occupied by the attack flows is 

Cattack. The distributions of the three kinds of flows respect to their percentage among the total 

required bandwidth when under attack. As we introduced in Section 4.1, some of the attack 

flows also fail to be delivered on the target link because of the bandwidth allocation. 
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When the bandwidth allocation finished, the system starts to decay the bandwidth of the 

remaining regular flows Bregular and the bandwidth of the remaining attack flows Battack to 

satisfy the original requirement of the critical flows. The required bandwidth of critical flow 

is P×C, where P is the required percentage of the passing bandwidth of critical flows with 

respect to the original link capacity C.  

Decay factor α is used to deal with all suspicious flows with the same value. B’critical, 

B’regular, and B’attack are used to express the respective total bandwidth of critical flows, 

regular flows, and attack flows at the end of one unit interval time. In this method, the system 

does not distinguish regular flows and attack flows. Both are treated as the same. When the 

decay process finish, the relationship among the three kinds of flows satisfies  

B’critical + B’regular + B’attack = C 

i.e., P×C + Bregular ×(1 -α) + Battack×(1 -α) = C  

The expression of the system damage DT is: 

DT = (Ccritical - P×C)×Ucritical + (Cregular – B’regular)×Uregular  

 We can see that DT can be viewed as the linear cost function while the bandwidth 

constraints can be viewed as the linear constraints for a linear programming model. It 

motivates us to apply linear programming to minimize the system damage in the following 

schemes. Pseudo codes for Uniform decay scheme are shown as follows: 

Uniform decay ( ): 

1. if  Ccritical + Cregular + Cattack  ≥ C  //sum of bandwidth requirement is larger than capacity 

2.    do Bandwidth_Allocation ( )  //Do bandwidth allocation first 

3.     B’regular = Bregular ×(1-α)  // decay regular flows and attack flows based on α 
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4.     B’attack = Battack ×(1-α) 

5.     B’critical = C × P 

6.     B’critical + B’regular + B’attack = C 

7. MIN-System Damage DT = (Ccritical - B’critical ) ×Ucritical + (Cregular – B’regular) ×Uregular 

4.2.2 Scheme 2: Bandwidth-based decay 

Before discussing the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme, let us analyze the “Uniform 

decay” scheme introduced earlier, which satisfies the required bandwidth of the critical flows 

at the end of one time interval. However, this scheme does not take into account for the 

following issues: 

First, the “Uniform decay” scheme does not consider the bandwidth distributions of 

regular flows and attack flows. If we assume that the bandwidth of flows has a Gaussian 

distribution, the “Uniform decay” scheme may not be reasonable, as it ignores the 

distribution of flows and the overlap between different distributions. Besides, the system 

treats all the flows the same. For this reason, the regular flows are treated the same as the 

attack flows, and decayed using the same decay factor α. We can see that this scheme is not 

the best way to minimize the system damage (DT) and need to be improved. 

Second, the “Uniform decay” scheme only focuses on the requirement of the critical 

flows without considering the losses of regular flows. Although the critical flows are 

allocated with what they required successfully, the system damage (DT) is not the minimized, 

since we also need to consider the losses of the regular flows. To solve this problem, the 

“Bandwidth-based decay” scheme is supposed to consider more about the decay factors based 
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on different kinds of flows. In addition, since the bandwidth distributions are Gaussian 

distributions, the regular flows and the attack flows may overlap with each other.  

Third, the “Uniform decay” scheme issues the same decay factor to all the suspicious 

flows without considering different characteristics of each flow. In that case, the “Uniform 

decay” scheme only tries to save more bandwidth for the critical flows without considering 

the overall system damage. Each flow in the suspicious flows being issued the same decay 

factor reflects the nature that the “Uniform decay” scheme does not care about their flow 

values. The regular flows and the attack flows both belong to the suspicious flows. The 

regular flows have more value to the network. However, the attack flows have no value to the 

network at all. The lost value of each flow is treated as the same to each other in the 

“Uniform decay” scheme. Therefore, the total system damage is not minimized in this case. 

To address this shortcoming of the “Uniform decay” scheme, the “Bandwidth-based decay” 

scheme issues the different decay factors to the flows with different bandwidth. We can decay 

the suspicious flows based their values although we are not able to distinguish between the 

regular flows and the attack flows.  

The “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme, “Bandwidth-based decay”, assumes two 

Gaussian distributions to the bandwidth of the flows. One distribution is for the regular flows 

which is with N(uregular, vregular), where uregular indicates the mean of bandwidth of regular 

flows and vregular means the variance. Another distribution is for the attack flows N(uattack, 

vattack), where uattack is the mean of bandwidth of attack flows and vattack means the variance.  

We define the system damage cost function DT as follows: 

DT =(Bregular - sum(bregular(i)×(1-αregular(i))))×Uregular + (Ccritical - P×C)×Ucritical 
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In this equation, Bregular stands for the total remaining bandwidth of the regular flows 

after the basic bandwidth allocation. bregular(i) is the ith  regular adjusted bandwidth at the 

attack start  point. α(i) is the decay factor for the ith flow during one time interval. Here 

Nregular is the number of the regular flows, and Nattack is the number of the attack flows. In this 

equation, αregular(i) is the decay factor corresponding to the ith regular flow. Therefore, each 

suspicious flow has its own decay factor, with which the system will gain the best passing 

rate for critical flows, and the system damage is also been considered. After dealing with the 

suspicious flows, the sum of bandwidth among the three kinds of flows is equal to the link 

capacity C. To define the constraints of this minimization problem, we use B’critical, B’regular, 

and B’attack to express the respective total bandwidth of critical flows, regular flows, and 

attack flows at the end of one unit interval time. bregular(i), and battack(i) stand for the 

bandwidth of the ith flow for regular flows and attack flows. 

B’critical + B’regular + B’attack = C 

i.e., P×Bcritical + SUM(bregular (i)×(1 –α(i))) + SUM(battack(j)×(1 –α(j))) = C  

This scheme gives every suspicious flow a decay factor depending on its own bandwidth. 

For this scheme, we also use linear programming to resolve this problem. 

As we discussed in Section 2.4, in order to make use of linear programming to achieve 

the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme, this problem should be described by linear inequality 

constraints based on the conditions discussed in this section. A collection of variables are able 

to constitute the best solutions, such as non-negative variables, non-negative right hand side 

constants. 

To achieve this problem using programming software, the following constraints are the 
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necessary ones: 

1) α(i) ≥ 0 

2) - α(i) ≥ -1 

3) P ≥ 0 

4) - P ≥ -1 

5) P×Bcritical + sum(bregular (i)×(1 –α(i))) + sum(battack(j)×(1 –α(j))) – C = 0 

The cost function which is need to be minimized is  

[αregular(i), DT] =(Ccritical - P×C)×Ucritical + (Cregular - sum(bregular (i)×(1 –α(i))))×Uregular  

The primary result we plan to get is the relationship between α(i) and b(i), and DT. Pseudo 

codes for Bandwidth-based decay scheme are shown as follows: 

Bandwidth-based decay ( ): 

1. if  Ccritical + Cregular + Cattack  ≥ C //sum of bandwidth requirement is larger than capacity 

2.    do Bandwidth_Allocation ( )  //Do bandwidth allocation first 

3.       for i ≤ Nregular 

4.          for j ≤ Nattack 

5.             B’regular = SUM(bregular(i) ×(1-a(i)));  

6.             B’attack = SUM(battack(i) ×(1-a(j)); 

             //each regular and attack flow are decayed based on their own bandwidth 

7.             B’critical = C ×P; 

8.      B’critical + B’regular + B’attack = C 

9. MIN-System Damage DT = (Ccritical - B’critical ) ×Ucritical + (Cregular – B’regular) ×Uregular 
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4.2.3 Scheme 3: Hypothesis testing-based Decay 

Although the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme has an advantage and less system 

damage than the “Uniform decay” scheme, the fundamental problem has not been solved yet: 

how to distinguish between the regular flows and the attack flows. In this section, we try to 

find a way to distinguish regular flows and attack flows as accurately as possible, and 

minimize the system damage by assigning different decay factors to regular flows and attack 

flows. 

To solve this problem, we need to first find out the differences between regular flows and 

attack flows. Although the attack flows themselves mat not be invalid, they still aggressively 

use up the link bandwidth. As we introduced in Chapter 2, one character of DDoS attack 

flows is to limit the pass rate of critical flows by using up bandwidth on a link. Therefore, one 

of the differences between regular flows and attack flows is that most attack flows have 

higher bandwidth, and their bandwidth variance is relatively small. Therefore, these features 

of the attack flows can be used to distinguish them from regular flows statistically. Obviously, 

if the attack flows can be cut off after the system separates them from the regular flows and 

the critical flows, we can get more bandwidth for the critical flows, and minimize the losses 

of the regular flows. 

According to the result of the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme, all suspicious flows 

need to be decayed based on their own bandwidth. If we could maximize the distinction 

between the regular flows and the attack flows, the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme will be 

improved obviously. Referring to the “Hypothesis testing” in Section 2.5, we know that 

hypothesis testing is able to judge which distribution every flow belongs to with a probability, 
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especially it has more benefit for the overlap range of two Gaussian Distributions. In the new 

scheme we discuss in this section, another added condition can address this issue more 

accurately. A property of the traffic flows is also used in this project: the flows with the 

higher bandwidth are more likely to be the attack flows, and the decay factors assigned to 

them are higher. 

The same example will be used in the “Hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme, and we 

will compare the system damages with the previous two schemes to identify the advantage of 

the third one. Again，given two Gaussian distributions N(uregular, vregular) and N(uattack, vattack) 

for the bandwidth of the regular flows and the bandwidth of the attack flows, respectively. 

Although the regular flows are similar to the attack flows in many aspects, some differences 

do exist. The bandwidth of most attack flows is higher than that of regular flows, since they 

plan to use up the link capacity as much as possible. In addition, the attack flows are more 

concentrated in a high-bandwidth range than the regular flows. According to the two features 

introduced above, the mean of the regular flow distribution uregular is less than that of the 

attack flow distribution uattack. The variance of the regular flow distribution vregular is larger 

than that of the attack flow distribution vattack, i.e., uregular < uattack, vregular ≥ vattack. In theory, the 

two distributions are fixed. Since the overlap range exists, we use hypothesis testing to 

distinguish regular flows and attack flows. 
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Figure 4.2 A Hypothesis testing example 

Figure 4.2 explains the example described above. The left-hand-side distribution stands 

for the distribution of the regular flows. The right-hand-side distribution represents the 

distribution of the attack flows. Based on the example descriptions, the mean of the regular 

flow distribution is less than that of the attack flow distribution, and the variance of the 

regular flow distribution is larger than that of the attack flow distribution. According to the 

Figure 4.2, M-N is the overlap range between the regular flow distribution and the attack 

flow distribution. These uncertain flows, which are included in the overlap range, have to be 

determined that which distribution they belong to. Therefore, hypothesis testing, which is 

introduced in Section 2.5, is used to determine the attribution of the uncertain flows with 

probability.  

Hypothesis testing judges the attribution of the overlap ranged flows shown as follows: 
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Suppose one flow is an attack flow, the probability P1 that it is not a attack flow is the regular 

flow probability distribution function integration from P to N. Vice versa, supposing this flow 

is a regular flow, the probability P2 that it is not a regular flow is the attack flow probability 

distribution function integration from P to M. If P1 is larger than P2, which means this flow is 

more likely regular flows and vice versa.  

In the example of Figure 4.2, the bandwidth of an uncertain flow is P. The system uses 

hypothesis testing to check the attribution range for P. If the flow is more likely in the regular 

range, then we will decay the flow with using linear programming method to minimize 

system damage which is described as the “Bandwidth-based decay” scheme. If the flow with 

bandwidth P is more likely in attack range, the system cuts the flows like P completely.  

Besides, after dealing with the suspicious flows based on the “Hypothesis testing-based 

decay” scheme, the relationship among the regular flows, the attack flows and the critical 

flows satisfies  

B’critical + B’regular + B’attack = C.  

i.e., P×C + SUM(bregular (i)×(1 –α(i))) = C 

And we can also obtain the following linear constraints of this problem easily: 

1)  α(i) ≥ 0 

2) - α(i) ≥ -1 

3) P ≥ 0 

4) - P ≥ -1 

5) P×C + SUM(bregular (i) × (1 –α(i))) – C = 0 

The cost function is: 
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[αregular(i), DT] = (Bregular(i)-SUM(bregular(i)×(1-αregular(i))))×UNITr + (Ccritical-P×C)×UNITc 

The primary result we plan to get is the relationship between α(i) and b(i) and DT. Pseudo 

codes for Hypothesis testing-based decay scheme are shown as follows: 

Hypothesis testing-based decay( ): 

1. if  Ccritical + Cregular + Cattack  ≥ C  //sum of bandwidth requirement is larger than capacity 

2.    do Bandwidth_Allocation ( )   //Do bandwidth allocation first 

3.    for i ≤ Nregular + Nattack    //distinguish which distribution each flow belongs to  

//with probabilities using hypothesis testing method 

4.       if  Pr_regular(i) ﹥ Pr_attack(i)    

5.          then b(i) → bregular_range(i)    

6.                     B’regular_range = SUM(bregular_range(i) ×(1-a(i)))   

             //decay each flow in regular_range based on its own bandwidth 

7.         else     b(i) → battack_range (i) 

8.                     B’attack_range ~ 0   //decay bandwidth of the flows in attack_range to zero 

9.    B’critical = C ×P 

10.    B’critical + B’regular_range + B’attack_range = C 

11. MIN-System Damage DT = (Ccritical - B’critical ) ×Ucritical + (Cregular – B’regular) ×Uregular 
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Chapter 5 Performance Evaluation 

In this chapter, we will evaluate the three proposed schemes using MATLAB simulations. 

In the simulations, we develop the codes for each scheme presented in Chapter 4. We use 

different parameters to compare the performance of each algorithm. Especially, we consider 

the bandwidth flooding attacks on the target link and illustrate the system damage results of 

the three schemes. Besides, to show the overlap influence for the “hypothesis testing-based 

decay” scheme, we will show different cases to see the variance of system damages with the 

size of overlap ranges.  

5.1 Comparison of three proposed schemes 

Figure 5.1 shows a single link network topology. On the left-hand-side group, we 

consider there is a large number of source hosts. On the right-hand-side group, the hosts are 

considered as a large number of destination hosts. These two groups are connected via a 

single link. We assume the attacker hides in the left group. It controls a large number of 

zombies and pretends to be normal hosts to attack the bottleneck link. We assume that at least 

one flow on the link is a critical flow. This link may become the target link of the bandwidth 

flooding attacks. When an attack happens, the attacker commands many zombies in the left 

group to generate attack flows sent from the left-hand-side group to the right-hand-side group. 

Those flows will use up the bandwidth capacity of the bottleneck link so that the critical flow 

transmissions are seriously disrupted. 
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Figure 5.1 A Single link Network 

In this section, we consider the attack damage interval by interval. The bandwidth 

allocation which was introduced in Section 4.1 is the same for all the three proposed schemes. 

When the bandwidth allocation step finished, the three different schemes are used to meet the 

requirements of the critical flows and reduce the system damages on the bottleneck link. We 

assume the total number of zombies is fixed in a time interval. To make the experiments more 

realistic, we assume that the attack flows are continually generated across multiple time 

intervals. The proposed schemes will deal with them interval by interval. 

Table 5.1 shows a group of reasonable parameters used in our simulations for all three 

proposed schemes.  
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Table 5.1 Parameters in the single link network with attacks 

Parameter Definition Computation 

R The value ratio of one critical flow over 

the value of one regular flow. R＞＞1. 

10^n (n = 2,3) 

C The single link capacity. 100Mbps 

Ctotal The total bandwidth occupied by 

critical flows and regular flows before 

attacking.  

0.8 ×C =80Mbps 

Ccritical The bandwidth of critical flows before 

attacking.  

C ×Xcritical  

(Xcritical = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6) 

Cregular The bandwidth of regular flows before 

attacking. 

Ctotal– Ccritical 

Cattack The total bandwidth of attack flows that 

the zombies send out. 

C × Xattack 

(Xattack = 0.4, 0.8, 1.6) 

Bcritical The bandwidth of critical flows on the 

single link after the bandwidth 

allocation. 

C×Ccritical / (Cregular + Ccritical + 

Cattack) 

Bregular The bandwidth of regular flows on 

single link after the bandwidth 

allocation. 

C×Cregular / (Cregular + Ccritical + 

Cattack) 

Battack The bandwidth of attack flows after the 

bandwidth allocation. 

C×Cattack / (Cregular + Ccritical + 

Cattack) 
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uregular The mean of the regular flow 

distribution 

50Kb 

vregular The variance of the regular flow 

distribution 

15Kb 

uattack The mean of the attack flow distribution 100Kb 

vattack The variance of the attack flow 

distribution 

10Kb 

As shown in Chapter 4, in order to gain both of the lowest system damages and the 

highest passing rate of the critical flows, we need to determine the relationship between 

bandwidth of each flow and their decay factors under the constraints of every different 

scheme. The data from the previous intervals can be stored in a database, and used to deal 

with the next attacking intervals when the ratio of different kinds of flows is the same or 

similar with the previous intervals. 

Table 5.2 lists the parameters of the example we used in the three schemes. To compare 

these three schemes with each other, we fix the parameters so that the system damages can be 

calculated under the same situation. With the parameters, the system computes the system 

damages for each scheme. The optimal passing rates of the critical flows are also shown in 

this table.  
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Table 5.2 Comparison of total damages of the proposed schemes 

Case Number Parameters Scheme 1 

DT(Kb) 

Scheme 2 

DT(Kb) 

Scheme 3 

DT(Kb) Cattack 

(Mbps) 

R Ccritical 

(Mbps) 

Case 1 40 100 40 DT 127.3 DT 114.3 DT 66.7 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 

Case 2 40 100 60 DT 82.4 DT 81.2 DT 33.4 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

Case 3 40 1000 40 DT 127.3 DT 116.0 DT 66.6 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 

Case 4 40 1000 60 DT 82.4 DT 81.2 DT 33.3 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

Case 5 80 100 40 DT 257.1 DT 244.2 DT 149.9 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 

Case 6 80 100 60 DT 145.9 DT 128.2 DT 74.9 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

Case 7 80 1000 40 DT 257.1 DT 242.4 DT 150.0 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 

Case 8 80 1000 60 DT 145.9 DT 128.0 DT 75.1 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

Case 9 160 100 40 DT 343.4 DT 305.3 DT 233.4 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 
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Case 10 160 100 60 DT 180.2 DT 156.9 DT 116.7 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

Case 11 160 1000 40 DT 343.4 DT 305.1 DT 233.2 

P 0.4 P 0.4 P 0.4 

Case 12 160 1000 60 DT 180.2 DT 156.8 DT 116.7 

P 0.6 P 0.6 P 0.6 

 Figure 5.2 Comparison of the system damage DT of the proposed schemes 

The above Table 5.2 lists the parameters of the example we used in the three schemes. To 

see the comparison more clearly, we draw Figure 5.2 to express the system damages of each 

case. Obviously, from the results of the simulations, the “hypothesis testing-based decay” 

scheme has the most advantage among the three schemes. The system damage of the 

“bandwidth-based decay” scheme is a little better than the “uniform decay” scheme. However, 
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the system damage of the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme is less than half of the 

damages of the “uniform decay” scheme and the “bandwidth-based decay” scheme. 

According to the results from the simulations, the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme is 

more effective to address the problems of our project. If the regular flows and the attack 

flows are able to be clearly distinguished, the basic bandwidth allocation scheme is also can 

be improved. 

5.2 Influence of distribution overlaps 

As shown in Section 5.1, the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme is more effective 

than the other two schemes. In addition, the core of “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme 

is using the hypothesis testing method to distinguish regular flows and attack flows, 

especially in the overlap range. As we illustrate in Section 2.4, hypothesis testing method can 

distinguish the flows with probabilities, which means the size of an overlap range greatly 

affect the results of the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme. Therefore, in this section, 

we will focus on the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme, changing the relative position 

of the regular flow distribution and the attack flow distribution, and observing the change in 

system damages. 

To make this comparison more clearly, we will add some reasonable conditions for the 

two distributions. As shown in Chapter 4, we use two Gaussian distributions N(uregular, vregular) 

and N(uattack, vattack) for the bandwidth of the regular flows and the bandwidth of the attack 

flows, respectively. The mean of the regular flow distribution uregular is less than that of the 

attack flow distribution uattack. The variance of the regular flow distribution vregular is equal or 
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larger than that of the attack flow distribution vattack, i.e., uregular < uattack, vregular  ≥ vattack.  

In addition, based on the basic properties of Gaussian distribution, 3-sigma rule, there are 

about 68% of values drawn from a normal distribution are within one standard deviation σ 

away from the mean, about 95% of the values lie within two standard deviations, and about 

99.7% are within three standard deviations as shown in Figure 5.3. Therefore, we only 

consider the “3-sigma” range of the Gaussian distribution, and ignore the 0.1% of it. 

 

Figure 5.3 A standard Gaussian distribution 

  Besides, we assume that uregular is equal or less than (uattack - 3 vattack), and (uregular +3 

vregular) is equal or less than (uattack + 3 vattack). Some cases are not need to be considered since 

they are not the typical ones.  

 In Section 5.1, we give the mean of the regular flow distribution uregular to 50Kb, and the 

variance of the regular flow distribution vregular to 15Kb. In this section, we keep the regular 

flow distribution unchanged, and give different attack flow distributions to vary the overlap 

range. In the following cases, we only change the mean of the attack flow distribution, and 

keep the variance same in all cases. 
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Table 5.3 Example cases a to e 

Case NO. Distributions relationships Figures 

Case a 

 

Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(125, 10) 

uregular +3 vregular = 

uattack - 3 vattack  

 

Overlap:0.1% of attack flow distribution 

Case b Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(115, 10) 

uregular +3 vregular = 

uattack - 2 vattack 

 

Overlap:2.2% of attack flow distribution 

Case c Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(105, 10) 

uregular +3 vregular = 

uattack - vattack 

 

Overlap:15.8% of attack flow distribution 

Case d Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(95, 10) 

uregular +3 vregular = 

uattack 

 

Overlap:50% of attack flow distribution 
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Case e Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(85, 10) 

uregular +3 vregular = 

uattack + vattack 

 

Overlap:84.1% of attack flow distribution 

 Table 5.3 shows the variation trend of the overlap range between the two Gaussian 

distributions. From Case (a) to Case (e), the overlap range becomes larger, which makes 

hypothesis testing method harder to distinguish the two distributions. We keep the parameters 

same as in Table 5.1 except the attack flow distribution. 

 The system damages are listed in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, with the changing of 

different parameters. In Figure 5.4, we assume the bandwidth of the attack flows Cattack is 40% 

of the link capacity, and the bandwidth of the critical flows Ccritical is 20%, 40% and 60% of 

the link capacity, respectively. In Figure 5.5, we assume the bandwidth of the critical flows 

Ccritical is 40% of the link capacity, and the bandwidth of the attack flows is 40%, 80% and 

160%, respectively.  
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Figure 5.4 Relationship between system damage and overlap (a) 

Figure 5.5 Relationship between system damage and overlap (b) 

As shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the system damages group up with the overlap 
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range being larger. Since the overlap range changes from nearly zero to almost half of one 

distribution, it becomes more difficult for the hypothesis testing method to judge which 

distribution each flow belongs to. In other words, more errors occur when the overlap range 

becomes large.  

Table 5.4 shows other cases to confirm this conclusion. In these cases, we only change 

the variance of attack flow distribution, and keep the condition of uregular+3 vregular = uattack.  

Table 5.4 Example cases f to h 

Case NO. Distributions relationships Figures 

Case f Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(95, 15) 

uregular+3 vregular =uattack  

uattack-3vattack= uregular+ 

2vregular 

 

Overlap:2.2% of regular flow 

distribution 

Case g Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(95, 10) 

uregular+3 vregular =uattack 

uattack-3vattack= uregular+ 

vregular 

 

Overlap:15.8% of regular flow 

distribution 
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Case h Nregular(50, 15) 

Nattack(95, 5) 

uregular+3 vregular =uattack 

uattack-3vattack= uregular 

Overlap:50% of regular flow 

distribution 

 From the Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 listed below, the conclusion is proved again using 

another set of cases. So far we listed all possible cases of two Gaussian distributions. The 

“hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme is much better than the “bandwidth-based decay” 

decay scheme and “uniform decay” scheme; however, the size of the overlap range affects the 

effectiveness of the “hypothesis testing-based decay” scheme heavily. 

 

Figure 5.6 Relationship between system damage and overlap (c) 
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 Figure 5.7 Relationship between system damage and overlap (d) 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

In this thesis, we have proposed three bandwidth decaying schemes to minimize the 

system damages, and to protect the critical flows and the regular flows when the system 

suffers the bandwidth flooding attacks. Especially, in the “hypothesis testing-based decay” 

scheme introduced in Section 4.3, we use the hypothesis testing method to distinguish the 

suspicious flows into different ranges with reasonable probabilities. Our simulation results 

compare the three schemes, and show the advantage of “hypothesis testing-based decay” 

scheme. Besides, we also analyze the affluence of overlap range to the “hypothesis 

testing-based decay” scheme. In our future work, we are not restricted to one single link, but 

focus on the whole path from a source host to a destination host. We will further extend our 

defense schemes and simulate the performance under variant attack defense models. 
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